THE HARRIS PRODUCTS GROUP

ITEM  DESCRIPTION
A  R-69-3B Circle Cutting Attachment
B  Model 25 Inert Gas Guard Regulator
C  US-L20 Dual Gas Blender for Welding Mixes
D  Model 356 Dual Flowmeter Regulator for TIG welding
E  Model 240 Manual Switchover Manifolds
F  Harris Brazing and Soldering Tips
G  Stay Brite Silver Bearing Solder
H  High Silver Brazing alloys
I  Inferno Soldering Equipment
J  Model 355-2 Flowmeter Regulator
K  Model 447 Line Regulator
L  Model 19-650-10 Heavy Duty Brazing Handles
M  Model 3530 Regulator Pipeline Regulator
N  Laser Start Up Kit
O  Contaminent Indicating Traps
P  Switch-Over Manifolds, Automatic & Semi-Automatic
Q  750 Servo- Dome Loaded Regulator
R  Model 3530 Pipeline Regulator
S  Model 98-6 Machine Cutting Torches
T  6290 Machine Cutting Tips
U  2290 Heating Tips and Tubes
V  6290 Series Gouging and Rivet Washing Tips
W  Traxtor Beveling and Straight Line Cutting
X  450 Industrial Duty Regulators
Y  42-4 Hand Cutting Torch
Z  6290 Series Cutting Tips
AA  62-5 Hand Cutting Torches
BB  25GX Single Stage Regulators
CC  Flash Back Arresters
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